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ABSTRACT
Rapid-scan radar observations of a supercell that produced near-record size hail in Oklahoma are examined.
Data from the National Weather Radar Testbed Phased Array Radar (PAR) in Norman, Oklahoma, are used
to study the overall character and evolution of the storm. Data from the nearby polarimetric KOUN WSR-88D
and rapid-scanning X-band polarimetric (RaXPol) mobile radar are used to study the evolution of low- to
midaltitude dual-polarization parameters above two locations where giant hailstones up to 16 cm in diameter
were observed. The PAR observation of the supercell’s maximum storm-top divergent outflow is similar to the
strongest previously documented value. The storm’s mesocyclone rotational velocity at midaltitudes reached a
maximum that is more than double the median value for similar observations from other storms producing giant
hail. For the two storm-relative areas where giant hail was observed, noteworthy findings include 1) the giant hail
occurred outside the main precipitation core, in areas with low-altitude reflectivities of 40–50 dBZ; 2) the giant
hail was associated with dual-polarization signatures consistent with past observations of large hail at 10-cm
wavelength, namely, low ZDR, low rHV, and low KDP; 3) the giant hail fell along both the northeast and southwest
edges of the primary updraft at ranges of 6–10 km from the updraft center; and 4) with the exception of one
isolated report, the giant hail fell to the northeast and northwest of the large tornado and the parent mesocyclone.

1. Introduction
On 31 May 2013, an outbreak of severe thunderstorms
occurred across central Oklahoma, producing several
tornadoes, including one that resulted in fatalities, as
well as flash flooding that led to additional fatalities
(National Weather Service 2014). One storm from the
outbreak, the El Reno Storm, has been well studied.
Several papers have discussed aspects of the storm’s
record-width tornado (Snyder and Bluestein 2014;
Bluestein et al. 2015; Kuster et al. 2015; Tanamachi and
Heinselman 2016; Wakimoto et al. 2016; Bluestein et al.
2018) and the unfortunate deaths of three severe storm
researchers (Wurman et al. 2014). However, until now, a
comprehensive examination of the giant hail (defined
in this paper as being .7 cm in diameter) produced
by the El Reno Storm has not been documented [although some preliminary analysis has been previously
Corresponding author: Arthur Witt, arthur.witt@noaa.gov

presented by Witt (2014), Witt et al. (2015), and Seimon
et al. (2016)]. As will be shown, verified and measured
hailstones with diameters as large as 16 cm (6.3 in) fell in
and near El Reno. The documentation of hailstones of
that diameter is rare, with only a few verified instances of
hail that large or larger (Blair and Leighton 2012;
Pojorlie et al. 2013; Blair et al. 2017). Even so, most hailrelated deaths and injuries worldwide are from hail larger
than 10 cm in diameter (Thuras 2010). Although greater
hail damage may result from larger concentrations (i.e.,
number of hailstones per square meter) of smaller, but
still large hail (.4 cm in diameter; e.g., Changnon and
Burroughs 2003; Changnon 2009), giant hailstones are
often responsible for the most spectacular damage, given
their ability to penetrate vehicle windshields and occasionally the roofs of houses and other structures.
The giant hail from the El Reno Storm fell within
60-km range of several central-Oklahoma radars, including two fixed-site research radars in Norman, the National
Weather Radar Testbed Phased Array Radar (NWRT
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PAR, hereafter PAR; Zrnić et al. 2007) and KOUN, the
NEXRAD, long-term research WSR-88D. In the spring
of 2013, KOUN was upgraded to dual-polarization
(DP) capability and modified to perform sector scans
(Tanamachi and Heinselman 2016). This provided the
opportunity to compare and analyze rapid-scan full
volumes from PAR (without DP) and rapid-scan partial
volumes from KOUN (with DP). On 31 May, both the
PAR and KOUN collected full and partial volume scans
(respectively) of ;1.5-min duration during periods of
giant hailfall, providing excellent temporal resolution
for tracking hail signatures. In addition, one rapidscanning X-band polarimetric (RaXPol) mobile radar
observed the storm from close range and provided data
for a portion of the giant hailfall time. Information about
RaXPol can be found in Pazmany et al. (2013).
Officially, the NCEI storm data (National Centers for
Environmental Information 2013) contain only one report of giant hail from the El Reno Storm, and details of
amount, location, and time are not well documented.
When strong and violent tornadoes are in progress, it is
not unusual for severe hail reports to not be made or to
be missed by National Weather Service (NWS) storm
reporting (Kelly et al. 1985; Allen and Tippett 2015).
Most of the hail reports used in this analysis were collected with crowd-sourcing techniques that were not
completed until a year or more after the storm (see
section 2). The analysis of giant hailfall in this paper only
applies to the area near the tornado where large numbers of storm chasers gathered (from ;20 km westsouthwest of El Reno to ;10 km east of El Reno).
Since the El Reno Storm was strong over a relatively
long track (from near Hinton to the eastern portions of
Oklahoma City), it is possible that giant hail may have
fallen, but not have been reported, in a longer swath
than what is documented in this study [see Blair et al.
(2017) for a detailed study of this problem].
The primary focus of this paper is on the radar observations of the El Reno Storm from its initial development through when it produced giant hail up to 16 cm
in diameter. Data and methods are discussed in section 2,
with section 3 detailing the observations of the storm
from the PAR. Section 4 presents DP data from KOUN
and RaxPol around the time periods of giant hail. Discussion and conclusions follow in sections 5 and 6.

2. Data and methods
a. Giant hailstone observations
Observations of giant hail mostly were obtained from
the El Reno Survey Project (ERSP; Seimon et al. 2016).
The project used social media sources and volunteered
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observations to collect many videos and photographs of
the El Reno tornado, and by happenstance, giant hail, as
recorded by those who were observing and chasing the
storm. Using innovative techniques to match timed
lightning/thunder observations to those found on video,
it was possible to assign accurate times to all videos.
Timing of hail observations came from several sources:
some from accompanying video times, some from observer comments and digital photos, some from the
times of nearby reports, and three were estimates using
radar data. These data form the basis of the giant hail
dataset, but other data were collected from NSSL
sources, including contact with employees and friends of
employees who witnessed the storm. In all, 13 different
giant-hail data sources were obtained (Table 1). Because one fixed-location respondent took video of giant
hail falling for 5 min, time-to-space conversion of each
minute of observation resulted in a total of 17 giant hail
data points. Examples of a 16-cm hailstone (source 2 in
Table 1) and a 13-cm hailstone (source 1 in Table 1) are
shown in Fig. 1. An example of a 13-cm hailstone penetrating the roof of a house and ending up in the attic
(source 5 in Table 1) is shown in Fig. 2. All three stones
fell in the western portion of the town of El Reno, and,
as with most giant hailfalls, coverage of the giant hailstones was sparse, with spacing . 5 m between stones
(Browning 1977). The concurrent fall of small hail was
not recorded for any of the reports.
The locations of the 13 giant-hail sources, with respect
to the tornado path, are shown in Fig. 3. Times for
sources 1–5 are early in the tornado lifetime, and the
locations are well northeast of the tornado position. For
analysis purposes, these sources will be called the
forward-flank giant hailfall (FFGH; 2304–2309 UTC).
Source 7 may also be related to the FFGH, but the report location and time are different enough to not be
included in the grouping. Times for sources 8–13 are
later in the tornado lifetime, and locations are northwest
of the tornado position. For analysis purposes, these
sources will be called the rear-flank giant hailfall
(RFGH; 2319–2324 UTC). Source 6 is unique; its location is within the tornado damage path, the time of
hailfall is during tornado passage, and the observer of
this stone said it fell as he was being buffeted by tornado
debris south of the center of the tornado. Source 6 is
readdressed in section 5.

b. Radars
The two fixed-site research radars (PAR, KOUN) are
located on adjacent plots on the University of Oklahoma
North Base, within the northwest portion of Norman,
Oklahoma (Fig. 4). RaXPol deployed several times on
a mission to collect wind and polarimetric data at low
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2304
2305
2305
2305
2305
2306
2307
2308
2309
2313
2317
2319
2319
2320
2322
2323
2324

3
2
4a
1
5
4b*
4c*
4d*
4e*
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

Time (UTC)

Source No.

Point No.

35.4928
35.4935
35.479
35.478
35.4653

35.5169
35.5227
35.5245
35.5243
35.5215
35.5245
35.5245
35.5245
35.5245
35.4426
35.5011
35.4939

Latitude (8)

97.9902
98.0053
97.9903
97.9903
97.9903

97.9728
97.9756
97.9683
97.9777
97.9673
97.9683
97.9683
97.9683
97.9688
98.0080
97.9357
98.0123

Longitude (8)

Estimated
Photogrammetry
Photo
Estimated
Estimated

.7
16
.7
13
13
.7
.7
.7
.7
14
10
15
10
16
12
11
11

Size source
From video
Photo with ruler
Estimated
Photo with baseball
Measured
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Measured
Measured
Measured

Size (cm)
Holes in roofs
Holes in roofs
Unknown
Unknown
Holes in roofs
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Large auto dents
Large auto dents
Holes in roofs, big
dents in tin roofs
Unknown
Holes in roofs
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Damage

TABLE 1. List of the giant hailstone observations. Asterisks in the second column indicate time to space conversion.
Report source

ERSP
ERSP
ERSP
ERSP
ERSP

ERSP
ERSP
ERSP
ERSP
NSSL contact
ERSP
ERSP
ERSP
ERSP
NSSL employee
ERSP
ERSP
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FIG. 1. Photographs of two giant hailstones from the El Reno
Storm: (top) a 16-cm hailstone (photo from C. Parker) and (bottom) a 13-cm hailstone (photo from A. Stevens and R. Sadler).
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FIG. 2. Photograph of a hole in the roof of a house impacted by a 13-cm
hailstone (photo taken by D. Meyer; used with permission).

altitudes within the tornado (Snyder and Bluestein 2014),
with close approach of the tornado necessitating several
changes of location [see Bluestein et al. (2015) for information on the RaXPol data collection parameters on
31 May 2013]. One of the deployments occurred near
one of the giant hailfall areas (location shown in Fig. 4).
Because of its proximity to the storm and unique sampling characteristics, the spatiotemporal resolution of
RaXPol data were significantly higher than those of the
PAR and KOUN. To partially compensate for that difference, RaXPol data, except for reflectivity, were filtered
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(using the mean value from a window of 3 radials 3 7
range gates), resulting in 90 m 3 210 m spatial resolution.
Also note that S- and X-band radars have different
backscattering cross sections and can be in different
scattering regimes for particles of similar size and type.
Therefore, there may be differences in radar parameter
values when sampling the same precipitation distribution
(Fabry 2015). Although X-band ZDR in hail regions may
not always be as low as it tends to be at S band, the copolar
correlation coefficient rHV at X band may be more sensitive to hail than it is at S band (Snyder et al. 2010, 2017).
For the PAR data time period analyzed in this study
(2119–2356 UTC), the radar scanned the El Reno Storm
using the strategy in Table 2. To minimize update times,
the PAR utilized a weather-focused adaptive scanning
strategy (Heinselman and Torres 2011; Torres et al.
2016), whereby only areas of significant reflectivity return were scanned. Hence, early in the time period, as
the storm was initially developing and strengthening,
and more distant from the PAR, volume update time
was as short as ;0.5 min, with fewer radials and elevation
angles needed to scan the entire storm. As the storm
became larger and taller, and moved closer to the radar,
volume update time increased to as much as 2 min at the
end of the period, as more radials and elevation angles
were needed in each volume scan (along with delays due
to more frequent adjustments to the scanning sector).
Storm characteristics and intensity were assessed via five
radar parameters. The two velocity-based parameters

FIG. 3. Locations of the 13 giant-hail sources (black numerals) with respect to the tornado
path. Sources 1–5 correspond to the FFGH and sources 8–13 correspond to the RFGH. The
tornado track was determined from the damage survey completed by the NWS Forecast Office
in Norman, OK.
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FIG. 4. Location of the PAR and KOUN radars (circular symbol in the lower right) and the RaXPol radar (circular
symbol in the upper left). The tornado damage path and giant hail sources are marked as in Fig. 3.

were derived from the radial velocity data, with the
three reflectivity parameters determined after mapping
the radial reflectivity data to a 3D latitude–longitude–
height grid at a resolution of 0.018 3 0.018 3 1.0 km
(Lakshmanan et al. 2006). The reflectivity-based parameters examined were 1) maximum reflectivity at the 2208C
environmental temperature height Z253K, 2) vertically
integrated liquid water content (VIL; Amburn and Wolf
1997), and 3) maximum expected size of hail (MESH;
Witt et al. 1998; Lakshmanan et al. 2007). The choice of
Z253K, versus reflectivity at a different temperature
height, was based on the 2208C height being an important temperature for the growth of large hail (Nelson
1983), with the temperature heights used in this study
coming from the near-storm environment (NSE) algorithm (Lakshmanan et al. 2007). The velocity-based
parameters examined were 1) maximum storm-top divergent outflow (STD; Witt and Nelson 1991) and 2)
maximum midaltitude rotational velocity (MRV; Witt
1998), with midaltitude being 3–11 km above radar level
(ARL). The equations for STD and MRV are

within the storm. To focus the calculation of MRV on
rotation versus divergence, the line connecting the locations of VRmin and VRmax needed to be more perpendicular than parallel to the radar viewing direction [i.e.,
have an angle . 458; see section 4.7 in Brown and Wood
(2007)]. To minimize errors in the calculation of STD
and MRV, only manually dealiased radial velocity data
with corresponding reflectivity $ 15 dBZ and spectrum
width , 13 m s21 were used (these thresholds were
subjectively chosen based on the experience of A. Witt
and D. Burgess). To avoid use of unreliable data, an
additional criterion was that a candidate velocity have
sufficient spatial continuity with neighboring velocities
on the same elevation scan, defined here as at least one
adjacent velocity value within 5 m s21 of the candidate
velocity value. In the calculation of STD, to reduce the
altitude difference between VDmin and VDmax, VDmin
could come from either the same or higher elevation
scans as VDmax. Parameter VDmin at higher elevation
scans (than VDmax) was primarily used to minimize the
TABLE 2. PAR scanning strategy.

STD 5 VDmax 2 VDmin
MRV 5 (VRmax 2 VRmin )/2,

and

(1)
(2)

where VDmin and VDmax are the peak inbound and outbound velocities in the storm-top divergent signature,
and VRmin and VRmax are the peak inbound and outbound velocities in the midaltitude rotation signature

Sector width
Elevation angles

Update time
Azimuthal sampling
Radial resolution
Nyquist velocity

908
0.518, 0.98, 1.38, 1.88, 2.48, 3.18, 4.08, 5.18,
6.48, 8.08, 10.08, 12.58, 15.68, 19.58, 23.378,
28.28, 34.258, 42.88, 52.98
25–111 s
0.758
240 m
28.4–29.3 m s21
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TABLE 3. KOUN scanning strategy.

Sector width
Elevation angles
Update time
Azimuthal sampling
Radial resolution
Maximum range
Nyquist velocity

908–1058
0.528, 0.978, 1.58, 2.058, 3.058, 4.058, 5.058,
5.958, 7.978, 9.98
98–100 s
0.58
250 m
124 km
33.2 m s21

height difference between it and VDmax (so that the STD
calculation was as close as possible to measuring horizontal divergence).
For the time period analyzed in this study (2228–
2334 UTC), the KOUN radar scanned using the strategy
in Table 3. During the entire time of the analysis, to limit
the volume scan time to ;1.5 min, the highest elevation
angle in the volume scan was 9.98. Hence, the upper
parts of the storm were not scanned. Thus, the KOUN
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data were primarily used to examine the low to midaltitude evolution of several DP parameters during the
FFGH and RFGH, including reflectivity Z, ZDR, rHV,
and specific differential phase KDP [see Kumjian (2013)
for a description of, and more information about, polarimetric radar variables]. For each DP variable, its
value at the FFGH and RFGH was calculated from
the median of the eight radar gates within a 18 3 1 km
window centered on the FFGH and RFGH for the
lowest three elevation scans [similar to the procedure
in two previous studies (Picca and Ryzhkov 2012; Blair
et al. 2012) analyzing DP observations associated with
giant hail]. Also examined were vertical and horizontal
cross sections of these fields during the giant hailfalls.
The vertical cross sections were along the radial passing through the location of the giant hailfalls, and the
horizontal cross sections were at 5-km ARL. The
choice of 5-km ARL for the horizontal cross sections
was based on this being approximately the midpoint

FIG. 5. PAR reflectivity at the 2208C height from first echo at 2119 to 2210 UTC at ;10-min intervals. White dots
indicate the El Reno Storm, with the image time in the top-left corner.
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FIG. 6. Time series of PAR-derived Z253K (red), VIL (green), and MESH (blue) from 2119 to
2356 UTC for the El Reno Storm. There is a 6-min gap in PAR scanning from 2216 to
2221 UTC.

(vertically) of the ZDR and rHV columns (see section 4
for details).

3. PAR observations of storm evolution
a. Initial rapid-growth phase: 2119–2159 UTC
The first PAR echo of the El Reno Storm was at
2119 UTC (Fig. 5). Given an environment supportive
of explosive thunderstorm growth [surface-based convective available potential energy . 5000 J kg21; see
Bluestein et al. (2015), Kuster et al. (2015), and Witt

(2014) for soundings and other information on the
storm environment], the storm rapidly intensified,
quickly becoming a supercell (Doswell and Burgess
1993). The Z253K increased from 15 dBZ at 2119 UTC
to 69 dBZ at 2154 UTC (Fig. 6). VIL and MESH also
increased rapidly, particularly between 2140 and
2159 UTC, reaching as high as 74 kg m22 and 8.2 cm,
respectively. As for the velocity parameters, STD
followed a pattern similar to the reflectivity parameters, increasing from 18 m s21 at 2127 UTC to 105 m s21
at 2159 UTC (Fig. 7). The mesocyclone MRV, first

FIG. 7. Time series of PAR-derived STD (red), MRV (green), and MESH (blue) for the El
Reno Storm from 2119 to 2356 UTC, except for the first five measurements of STD (from 2127
to 2143 UTC) and first two measurements of MRV (from 2127 to 2131 UTC), which were
obtained from the KTLX WSR-88D due to range-folding of the PAR velocity data. There is
a 6-min gap in PAR scanning from 2216 to 2221 UTC.
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FIG. 8. PAR reflectivity at the 2208C height from 2221 to 2309 UTC at ;10-min intervals. White dots indicate the El
Reno Storm, with the image time in the top-left corner.

detected at 2126 UTC, increased from 13 to 31 m s21
by 2159 UTC.

b. Quasi-steady supercell phase: 2200–2238 UTC
Following the initial period of rapid growth, the El
Reno Storm continued to increase in both size and intensity, but at a slower rate. The growth was due to both
expansion of the main storm and mergers with surrounding weaker storms. However, storm intensity, as
measured by the radar parameters examined, exhibited
only minor fluctuations during this period: Z253K varied
between 62 and 69 dBZ, VIL varied between 65 and
75 kg m22, and MESH varied between 4.3 and 7.8 cm
(Fig. 6). During the quasi-steady period, velocity parameters also exhibited similar minor oscillations, with STD
edging upward to near 140 m s21 by the end of the period
(Fig. 7). During both the rapid-growth and quasi-steady
phases, the storm was in mostly rural areas, and observed
by a large number of storm chasers (Seimon et al. 2016).

Only one severe hail report was received during the entire
2119–2238 UTC interval: 3.8-cm hail reported just
southeast of Hinton (west of El Reno) at 2220 UTC.

c. Classic/high-precipitation supercell phase:
2239–2356 UTC
At ;2230 UTC, the El Reno Storm merged with another strong cell that approached from the southwest
(see Fig. 8). Although the storm quickly became a supercell after first echo, following the cell merger (at
2230 UTC), the El Reno Storm underwent another distinct intensification phase during which it transitioned
initially into a ‘‘classic’’ supercell (Rasmussen and Straka
1998), displaying a distinct hook echo (Fig. 9), deep
bounded weak echo region (BWER; Fig. 10), strong mesocyclone, tornadic vortex signature (TVS), and tornado
debris signature (TDS; Fig. 11). The El Reno Storm then
evolved into more of a high-precipitation (HP) supercell
following tornado development at 2303 UTC, with a
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FIG. 9. PAR 0.58 reflectivity scan at 2305:10 UTC. The dashed
line shows location of the vertical cross section in Fig. 10a with the
white square at the midpoint of the cross section (reference the square
in Fig. 10a). The white circle shows the location of the FFGH.

significant amount of precipitation falling around the
rear flank of the storm. In the early part of this intensification phase, there was a large, rapid increase in
MESH, from 5.2 cm at 2238 UTC to 12.1 cm at
2245 UTC, and a second peak of 11.8 cm at 2259 UTC
(Fig. 6). During most of the period of observed giant
hailfall (2304–2324 UTC), MESH decreased, falling to
as low as 4.6 cm at 2315 UTC. MESH increased afterward, reaching peaks of 9.8 cm at 2338 UTC and 8.8 cm
at 2347 UTC. The NCEI storm data contain a report of
giant hail (15-cm diameter) in El Reno at 2305 UTC,
but a location is not given. It is likely that the report is
the same as one of the giant hail sources that appear in
Table 1. The NCEI storm data contain two other El
Reno Storm severe hail reports during the classic/HP
supercell phase: 2.5-cm hail in Warr Acres (western
Oklahoma City) at 2339 UTC and 4.6-cm hail in Yukon
(just west of Oklahoma City) at 2355 UTC.
As the classic/HP supercell phase began, a broad increase in STD occurred, beginning at ;2240 UTC and
reaching peaks at 2310 UTC (150 m s21) and 2326 UTC
(158 m s21; Fig. 7). The broad time period of STD .
135 m s21 undoubtedly is related to the sustained extreme updraft associated with the El Reno Storm during
the strong tornado (2303–2344 UTC). The midaltitude
mesocyclone, already strong during the latter part of the
quasi-steady supercell phase, continued to increase in
rotational velocity during the classic/HP supercell phase,
with MRV reaching a peak of 54.5 m s21 at 2330 UTC
(around the same time as the maximum STD value). The

FIG. 10. PAR reflectivity (a) vertical cross section along the
dashed line in Fig. 9 and (b) horizontal cross section at a height of
6 km ARL. Horizontal distance and vertical height (shown via
white numerals) in (a) are in kilometers. The white square in
(a) corresponds to the location shown in Fig. 9. The white circle in
(b) shows the location of the FFGH. The cross sections were derived from the PAR volume scan collected from 2305:10 to 2306:
17 UTC.

low-altitude mesocyclone, which is more closely related
to tornado occurrence and intensity than is the midaltitude mesocyclone (Markowski and Richardson 2014),
reached a maximum rotational velocity of 64 m s21, placing
it in the top few percent of all tornadic mesocyclones
(Smith et al. 2015).

4. KOUN and RaXPol radar observations of
giant hailfall
Despite the .2.5 h time period of PAR analysis that
was used to describe storm evolution (section 3), the
time period of analysis of giant hailfall is primarily
limited to the times in Table 1 (2304–2324 UTC). This
time restriction arises from the lack of hail reports from
the storm apart from those gathered by the ERSP.
Reasons for the lack of a longer interval of detailed
hailfall analysis (including giant hail) were given toward
the end of section 1 and include references to other
authors who have encountered this problem.

a. Forward-flank giant hailfall: 2304–2309 UTC
Low-altitude KOUN reflectivity scans just before and
during the FFGH (Fig. 12) reveal that its location is
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FIG. 11. Images from the 28 elevation scan of (top) RaXPol reflectivity and (bottom) filtered
copolar correlation coefficient at 2307 UTC. Regions 1–3 (marked in the bottom panel) are
likely hail areas discussed in the text. Tornado debris signature marked with a dark arrow in the
bottom panel. The star shows the location of the FFGH.

along the southern edge of the forward-flank echo, well
south of the forward-flank core. At midaltitudes, the
FFGH is below the leading edge of the reflectivity gradient defining the eastern wall of the BWER (Fig. 13a).
With respect to ZDR (Fig. 14), the FFGH location is at
the northern edge of the low-altitude ZDR arc [large
ZDR values; see Kumjian and Ryzhkov (2008) for more
information on the ZDR arc]. With time, the ZDR values
along the northern edge of the ZDR arc decrease owing
to the fall of giant hail. At midaltitudes (Fig. 13b), the
FFGH location is just ahead of and at the leading edge
of the ZDR column (located at ;12 km in Fig. 15b)
thought to mark the location of at least a portion of the
primary updraft (Snyder et al. 2015). The rHV (Fig. 16)
relationships to the FFGH location are much the
same as the ZDR relationships. Low-altitude rHV values

suggest the FFGH is at the leading edge of and within a
larger area of reduced rHV values, indicative of mixed
precipitation types. At midaltitudes (Fig. 13c), the
FFGH location is just ahead of and at the leading edge
of the rHV column (located at ;12 km in Fig. 15c). As
with the ZDR column, the rHV column is thought to mark
the location of at least a portion of the primary updraft.
Time series of low-altitude KOUN DP parameters
above the FFGH reveal that low-altitude reflectivity
decreases from forward-flank core values larger than
50 dBZ just before the FFGH to values as low as 41 dBZ
as the giant hailfall begins (Fig. 17). These reflectivity
values are considerably less than the 551 dBZ values
often associated with severe hail (Witt 1996; Ryzhkov
et al. 2013). After the FFGH, low-altitude reflectivities
again increase, reaching maximum values ;55 dBZ as
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FIG. 12. KOUN 18 reflectivity scans at (a) 2302:58, (b) 2304:37,
and (c) 2306:17 UTC. The dashed line in (c) shows location of the
vertical cross section in Fig. 15. The white circles show the location
of the FFGH.

the southern portion of the rear-flank core passes. As the
FFGH occurs, low-altitude ZDR values drop precipitously
from values associated with the ZDR arc (.5 dB) to values
often associated with the likely presence of hail (;1 dB).
The ZDR values rise after the passage of the FFGH but
fall again to values indicative of hail as the southern
edge of the rear-flank core passes. Low-altitude rHV is
somewhat noisy but depicts 1) high values (;0.99) in the
forward-flank core; 2) decreasing values just before the
FFGH; 3) the lowest values, indicative of hail, during
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FIG. 13. KOUN horizontal cross sections at 5 km ARL of
(a) reflectivity, (b) differential reflectivity, and (c) copolar correlation coefficient. The white circles show the location of the FFGH.
The cross sections were derived from the KOUN volume scan
collected from 2306:07 to 2307:43 UTC.

the FFGH; and 4) intermediate values (;0.96), possibly
indicative of hail, as the rear-flank core passes. Lowaltitude KDP is between 0 and 1 before the FFGH, indicative of a time of generally light rain. During the
FFGH, KDP drops below 0, suggesting that the light
rain diminished or ended during the giant hailfall (confirmed by the hailfall videos), and that complex scattering of radar-beam energy by the giant hailstones
might have occurred to produce the negative values
(Smyth et al. 1999).
Whereas KOUN was scanning the area of the FFGH
from a distance of ;60 km, RaXPol was at a position
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FIG. 15. KOUN vertical cross sections of (a) reflectivity,
(b) differential reflectivity, and (c) copolar correlation coefficient.
Horizontal distance and vertical height (shown via white numerals)
are in kilometers. The white circles correspond to the location of
the FFGH. The cross sections were derived from the KOUN volume scan collected from 2306:07 to 2307:43 UTC.

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 12, but for differential reflectivity.

along the leading edge of the forward flank of the supercell (Fig. 11). From that location, the FFGH was just
3–6 km to its north (shaded region outlined with a solid
line and marked with ‘‘1’’ in Fig. 11). The X-band correlation coefficients within region 1 (0.8–0.9) are somewhat comparable to the KOUN S-band values (;0.9)
and help confirm the radar detection of hail there
(Snyder et al. 2017). The reported FFGH observations
are all in the southern portion of region 1 (see the star in
Fig. 11), the reasons for which are not completely understood. It could be that the giant hailfall area was
larger, but no reports were received from the remainder

of the area. It also could be that scattering/resonance
properties associated with the giant hail at X band
(Kumjian et al. 2008) are extending the rHV reduction
farther down-radial than the extent of the giant hail.
RaXPol data suggest a break between the FFGH area
and a larger area of possible hail (shaded region outlined
with a dashed line and marked with ‘‘2’’ in Fig. 11). This
second area is more related to the traditional hail location within the rear-flank core. There is also a third area
(shaded region outlined with a dotted line and marked
with ‘‘3’’ in Fig. 11) on the right-front flank where rHV
values also suggest that hail or mixed precipitation types
might have been present. The three hail areas are all
north and northeast of the tornado location [indicated
by the low rHV tornado debris signature (Kumjian and
Ryzhkov 2008); marked with a dark arrow on the
bottom panel of Fig. 11].

b. Rear-flank giant hailfall: 2319–2324 UTC
The RFGH occurred at the back edge of the confluence of the hook echo and the rear-flank core (Fig. 18a).
At low altitudes, the giant-hailfall location is 7–10 km
northwest of the tornado (indicated via the TDS seen in
Fig. 18c). At midaltitudes, the RFGH location is within
the narrow western wall of high reflectivity that surrounds the BWER (Fig. 19a), with large portions of the
BWER filled with mixed debris and precipitation lofted
within the tornado circulation. At low altitudes, the
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never higher than 45 dBZ. This is somewhat different
than low-altitude reflectivity for the FFGH event,
where a relative minimum occurs. Low-altitude ZDR for
the RFGH is similar to the FFGH event, as ZDR falls
from peak values before the giant hailfall to low values
during the hailfalls, although minimum values for the
RFGH (;1.7 dB) are slightly higher than those for the
FFGH (;1.0 dB). The low-altitude rHV for the RFGH
event is more definitive; the decrease is less noisy than
the FFGH event, with RFGH values falling below 0.9.
Trends in KDP are also similar for the two giant hailfall
events, with values falling during the hailfall, and minimum values becoming negative, perhaps indicative of
complex scattering caused by the giant hail.

5. Discussion

FIG. 16. As in Fig. 12, but for copolar correlation coefficient.

RFGH location is within a narrow channel of lower ZDR
(Fig. 18b) and lower rHV (Fig. 18c) that curves cyclonically from the rear-flank core to the back side of the hook
echo. Aloft, this location is at the back edge of the large
ZDR and rHV columns (Figs. 19b,c and 20b,c) that are
associated with the primary updraft location. Observation
of the ZDR and rHV columns is complicated by debris and
precipitation that fill portions of the column area.
As with the FFGH, trends in low-altitude KOUN DP
parameters near the RFGH are best seen in time series
plots (Fig. 21). Low-altitude reflectivity is at a relative
maximum during the giant hailfall, but the reflectivity is

A ground-breaking technique (so-called crowdsourcing by the ERSP) was used, and considerable effort
expended, in searching for and tracking down observations of giant hail. The number of giant hail sources was
increased from just one in the NCEI storm data to 13 in
this study. Those 13 sources provided 17 observations
because of time-to-space conversion of one video of
giant hailfall that lasted 5 min, with each minute of video
treated as a separate observation. However, it is probable that additional giant hail fell in and around El
Reno. In fact, six additional observations were identified
(all within the two analyzed areas), but either key information was missing (e.g., hailfall time) or the observer could not be located and interviewed. Although
the ERSP collected information after 2324 UTC, no additional giant hail reports were found, even though storm
spotters/chasers were still gathered around the storm, and
the storm moved into the more densely populated Oklahoma City metropolitan area. Hence, it is not unreasonable to assume that the El Reno Storm’s giant hailfall
diminished in amount, or ended, not long after 2324 UTC.
To better understand the relationship between features of the El Reno Storm radar echo and the giant
hailfall, all giant hail observations were related to the
supercell’s primary midaltitude updraft (midaltitude
defined here as 5 km ARL). The midaltitude updraft
locations were manually obtained by choosing a location
in each KOUN radar volume that was an average of the
centroids of the BWER and the ZDR and rHV columns.
The locations of the giant hailfall observations relative
to the updraft center determined from the KOUN volume scan closest in time to the hail observation were
then plotted (Fig. 22). The giant hail fell in a ring
6–10 km from the updraft center, near locations that
were on the fringes of the BWER and ZDR/rHV columns
(Figs. 13, 19). All of the observed earlier giant hailfalls
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FIG. 17. Time series of low-altitude KOUN observations of
(a) reflectivity Z, (b) differential reflectivity ZDR, (c) copolar correlation
coefficient rHV, and (d) specific differential phase KDP above the FFGH. The
vertical black lines indicate the time period of the FFGH (2304–2309 UTC).
The altitudes of the three elevation angles at the FFGH location are 0.7,
1.1, and 1.7 km ARL.
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FIG. 18. KOUN 0.58 scan at 2320:58 UTC of (a) reflectivity,
(b) differential reflectivity, and (c) copolar correlation coefficient.
Dashed lines show location of the vertical cross sections in Fig. 20.
The white circles show the location of the RFGH.
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FIG. 19. KOUN horizontal cross sections at 5 km ARL of
(a) reflectivity, (b) differential reflectivity, and (c) copolar correlation coefficient. The white circles show the location of the RFGH.
The cross sections were derived from the KOUN volume scan
collected from 2320:58 to 2322:35 UTC.
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the low-altitude mesocyclone and was carried to a location within the tornado. Since the time of the report
(2313 UTC) is between the times of the two known giant
hailfalls, its occurrence might mean the actual hailswath
of giant stones was more continuous than reported here.
Or, perhaps its fall trajectory was simply more singular
and unique in origin.

6. Conclusions

FIG. 20. KOUN vertical cross sections of (a) reflectivity,
(b) differential reflectivity, and (c) copolar correlation coefficient.
Horizontal distance and vertical height (shown via white numerals)
are in kilometers. The white circles correspond to the location of
the RFGH. The cross sections were derived from the KOUN volume scan collected from 2320:58 to 2322:35 UTC.

(FFGH) were along the northeast edge of the updraft,
and all of the observed later giant hailfalls (RFGH) were
along the southwest edge of the updraft (except for
isolated report 6, which is discussed below). However,
with only a small sample size, it is possible that the full
extent of giant hailfall was not as discrete as shown here
and could have been distributed more evenly around the
southwest to northeast sides of the updraft. These
locations are consistent with long-held thoughts that hail
should fall not at or near the center, but instead near the
edge of the updraft (Browning and Foote 1976), and that
the hailfall should be somewhat monodispersed, with
the largest stones falling closest to the updraft center
(Blair et al. 2012) and falling without attendant smaller
hail or rain drops owing to size sorting.
One outlier in the analysis is giant hail observation 6
(see Fig. 22). This is the observation from within the
tornado path and south of the center of the tornado.
Although its trajectory is not known, it could be speculated that as this hailstone fell, it was horizontally advected in the converging, strong rotational winds within

The threat to life and property associated with a severe storm increases at a nonlinear rate as the intensity
of the storm increases. Hence, timely identification of
and warning for the occurrence of extreme severe
weather events, such as strong tornadoes and giant hail,
is vital. The El Reno Storm of 31 May 2013 is a classic
example of such an event: a supercell producing a very
strong tornado and giant hail. Information on the tornado has been presented by previous authors. However,
the giant hailfall has escaped detailed examination
until now. The occurrence of near-record-size hail for
Oklahoma, from 13 to 16 cm (5–6.3 in.) in diameter,
within 60 km of two fixed-site research radars (PAR and
KOUN) and briefly within 5 km of a mobile research
radar (RaXPol), provided the opportunity to examine
the evolution of the storm that produced the giant hail
and show details of the polarimetric signatures associated with the storm’s giant hailfalls. The analysis presented herein has better temporal resolution than is
possible from operational radars scanning at lower update rates. The use of crowd sourcing and other social
media data-gathering methods in this study suggest that
the future of storm-event reporting is likely to change
from including only traditional NWS methods (storm
spotters, law enforcement, emergency management,
etc.) to adding significant input from social media (Allen
and Tippett 2015). However, the scope, scale, and
techniques of the ERSP are probably beyond the resources available to local NWS offices.
Given the extreme environmental conditions on
31 May 2013, it is not surprising that the El Reno Storm
rapidly intensified after the first echo. Following the
initial rapid-growth phase, there was a quasi-steady
phase modulated by cycles associated with multiple
updrafts and storm mergers. After one last merger
with a storm cell to its south, the El Reno Storm again
increased in intensity, becoming a classic supercell about
40 min before the concurrent development of the strong
tornado and the first report of giant hail. During the
40-min period of the tornado and the known 20-min period
of giant hailfall, the El Reno Storm exhibited classic
supercellular features and exceptional radar-measured
intensities. The STD maximum of 158 m s21 is similar to
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FIG. 21. As in Fig. 17, except above the RFGH. The altitudes of the three
elevation angles at the RFGH location are 0.7, 1.2, and 1.7 km ARL.
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FIG. 22. Locations of the giant hailstone observations relative to the
center of the main storm updraft.

the extreme STD maximum of 157 m s21 seen in the Ft.
Cobb, Oklahoma, storm of 18 June 1973 (Lemon and
Burgess 1980). There were also multiple instances
when inbound radial velocities in the STD signature
were .100 m s21, eclipsing the 97 m s21 observed in the
Ft. Cobb storm. The 158 m s21 STD value is also more
than double the median maximum value of 72 m s21
from a dataset of STD observations of storms producing
giant hail (Blair et al. 2011). That only two such extreme
STD maximums . 155 m s21 have been documented
over a time period . 40 years could be due to 1) a storm
of this type being very rare, 2) a lack of focus on or good
documentation in the literature of STD measurements,
and/or 3) better resolution radar data for this event.
Similar to STD, the maximum of 54.5 m s21 for mesocyclone midaltitude rotational velocity (MRV) in the El
Reno Storm is more than double the median value of
24.5 m s21 within storms producing giant hail (Blair et al.
2011). The El Reno Storm mesocyclone also ranks at the
top of a large dataset of low-altitude rotational velocity
measurements (Smith et al. 2015).
Although calculations of the velocity-based parameters were at or near record values, this was not the case
for the reflectivity-based parameters. Despite very large
MESH maxima (12 cm) before 2300 UTC, MESH
values during the giant hailfall (2304–2324 UTC) decreased from 9 to 5–6 cm, suggesting that the giant
hailfalls likely were associated with an elevated hail core
that developed prior to 2304 UTC and then fell out of
the storm afterward. Likewise, neither VIL nor Z253K

VOLUME 33

were at storm peak values during the observed giant
hailfall. Moreover, the maximum MESH values calculated for the El Reno Storm were not collocated with the
giant hailfall, but were located farther to the north and
west in the more traditional rear-flank core area (not
shown). This difference can be explained because MESH
uses integrated values of reflectivity above the melting
level, which were not highest along the fringes of the
BWER and polarimetric columns representing the updraft location. This demonstrates the need for warning
forecasters to understand the functionality of severe
weather algorithms such as MESH and to not rely on a
single radar parameter, but to utilize all available information in the warning decision-making process.
For reasons described in section 2a, it was not possible
to determine if giant hail fell during much of the supercell phase of the El Reno Storm. The sparse population and lack of storm spotters focusing on hail
reports prevent knowledge of the extent and intensity of
the hailfall along the storm track southwest of El Reno.
Only as the storm approached the more-populated El
Reno area, and as storm spotters began documenting
the tornado, did it become possible to obtain giant
hailfall information. The lack of more complete observation of the entire hailswath from the El Reno
Storm prevents knowledge of the actual extent of giant
hailfall, except for a relatively short time period
(2304–2324 UTC), and is a limitation of this study. As
has been seen in other studies (Payne et al. 2010; Blair
et al. 2012), the observed giant hail occurred outside the
main precipitation core. The low-altitude reflectivities
associated with both the FFGH and RFGH areas were
40–50 dBZ [similar to those seen by Blair et al. (2012) for
maximum hail diameters . 10 cm], whereas reflectivities
in the core north of the giant hailfalls were in the
60–70 dBZ range. The observed giant hail was associated with 10-cm-wavelength DP signatures consistent
with past observations of large hail, namely, low ZDR,
low rHV, and low KDP (Payne et al. 2010; Picca and
Ryzhkov 2012; Smyth et al. 1999; Snyder et al. 2014). For
the FFGH, this was most readily seen in the pattern of
ZDR, whereas for the RFGH, this was most readily seen
in the pattern of rHV. With respect to the structure of the
supercell, the giant hail fell along both the northeast and
southwest edges of the midaltitude primary storm updraft as defined by the BWER and the locations of the
ZDR and rHV columns. For the El Reno Storm, this
meant that giant hail fell at ranges of 6–10 km from the
main updraft center. The giant hail also fell to the
northeast (FFGH) and northwest (RFGH) of the large,
violent El Reno tornado and the storm’s deep, intense
mesocyclone. The exception was a lone report of giant
hail within the circulation of the tornado, perhaps falling
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from the RFGH area and getting caught in the converging,
rotational winds of the low-altitude mesocyclone.
Hopefully, this study will help to generate more interest in documenting the locations and characteristics
of other giant hailfalls. Unfortunately, for this event,
without the preplanning of hail observation platforms to
record the hailfall and/or a comprehensive survey immediately after the event (e.g., HailSTONE; Blair et al.
2017), it was only possible to document the giant hail
that fell during a portion of the life of the El Reno
Storm. A more complete knowledge of the time and
location of giant hail could aid in attempts to better
understand supercell morphology and assist with more
specific warnings to the public.
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